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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let W be an indecomposable Weyl group and let HqCp~, be the generic 
Hecke algebra over the polynomial ring Q[u”‘] associated to W, where u 
is an indeterminate over Q. The idea of such an algebra is due to J. Tits [2, 
p. 55, Exercise 231. Let F= Q(u’/‘) be the field of fractions of the polyno- 
mial ring Q[u”*]. In [6] G. Lusztig constructed an isomorphism between 
the generic Hecke algebra over F and the group algebra over F of the Weyl 
group. His construction makes use of the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials 
Py+, defined in [S] and in fact applies to any indecomposable Coxeter 
group W whenever W satisfies a specific property for the structure of its 
two sided cells [6, Property (A)]. 
In this paper we investigate Lusztig’s isomorphism in the case where W 
is a finite Coxeter group of dihedral type. It turns out these groups satisfy 
the property (A). We shall find explicit formulae for the images of the 
generators of the generic Hecke algebra under Lusztig’s isomorphism. 
In order to do so, we shall first construct a W-graph for each irreducible 
representation of the generic Hecke algebra. A definition of a W-graph is 
given in [S]. 
We also determine explicitly a basis for the centre of the generic,Hecke 
algebra in this case and we find the images of the central basis elements 
under Lusztig’s isomorphism. Finally, we find a system of orthogonal 
primitive idempotents for the generic Hecke algebra of dihedral type. 
We shall make essential use of classical properties of the Chebyshev 
polynomials of the second kind. Many properties of these polynomials and 
their relation with other families of Chebyshev polynomials can be found, 
for instance, in [ 11. 
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2. CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIALS 
The Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind Tk(x) are defined by: 
T,(x) = 1, T,(x) = x, Tkt ,(x) = 2xT,(x) - Tk-,(x) for all k 3 1, and they 
have the property that for every 8, T,(cos 8) = cos(k0). The Chebyshev 
polynomials of the second kind S,(x) are defined by: S-,(x) = 0, 
S,(x) = 1, S,(x) =x, Sk+ r(x) = xS,(x) - Sk- r(x) for all k 3 1, and they 
have the property that Sk(2 cos 0) = sin(k + l)e/sin 8 [ 1, pp. 776--7781. We 
define VJx) by V,,(x) = 2, Vi(x) = x, V,(x) = Sk(x) - S,-,(x) for ail k >, 2. 
Then we can easily show by induction that V,(x) = 2T,(x/2j. We also 
define &(x)=(T,+,(x)-1)/(x-l) for all k>O and d,(x)=S,_,(2xj+ 
2s/( _ 2(2x) + . . . + 2&(2x) for all k > 1. 
The following proposition provides some properties of the polynomials 
we described above. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (i) The numbers 2 cos(jr,/m), j= 1: . ..) nz - 1, are the 
roots of the polynomial S,, ~ I(x). 
(ii) The numbers 2 cos(2jx1(2m + l)), j= 1, . . . . m, are the roots C$ rhe 
polynomial S,(x) + S, _ I(x). 
(iii) Vk(2 cos e) = 2 cos(ke). 
(iv) d,(c0se)=R,-, (cos e) = c”,:: (2p) cos(k - p)e + k. 
(v j Let n = 2m + 1. Then (x - 2) xr=, (n - 2(k + 1)) S,(xj = 
S,(x) + s,- ,(x, -n. 
(vi) Let n = 2m. Then (x- 2) CT:,’ (n - 2jk + 1)) S,(x) = 
2s,,.~~(x)-n. 
3. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE DIHEDRAL GROUPS 
The dihedral group of order 2n is defined by 
We put S= (sr, s?). Let d be the Bruhat order on the elements of II?,,. 
For any NE Dz, we define, following [IS], P’(N) = (s E S: SMI < 1~) and 
R(w) = {s E S: ws < w}. For any y, bi’ in D,, we have J, < $11 if and only if 
!: = IV or I(w) > l(y), where /(IV) denotes the length function. We also have 
that if I(w)-f(y)>0 with !(,v)-Z(y) odd, then either Z(IV) ti Y(y) or 
R(M~) d R(y) but not both. 
For any y d 1%’ in D,, let P,,,., be the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial 
defined in [15]. Using the inductive formula which determines the 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials [ 5, (2.2x)] we can easily show by induction 
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on /(NT) that Py,,,, = 1 for all y < EJ in D,,. We also recall the definition of 
left, right, and two sided cells as they are defined in [S]. 
In our case we can easily determine the two sided cells of D,,. These are: 
X,= (I>, x2=&-1 , r 1 MT~), X3 = {NJ,}, where boo is the element of 
maximal length in D,,. The cell X, contains two left cells which are 
L, = (WEX~. R(w)=s,) and L, = {IV E X,: R(MJ) = sZ} and also contains 
two right cells which are RI = { \VE X,: Y(I.v) =s, > and R2 = (w EX~: 
P’( it>) = sZ). Furthermore for any ~1, \t’ inside the cell X, such that 
f(~v) - I( ~1) is odd we have that either T(u)) d J.Y( yj or R(w) & R(y) but 
not both. Therefore the dihedral groups satisfy Lusztig’s property (A) [6, 
p. 4921. 
Let R be the ring Q[u”‘“, u-‘:‘] and let H, be the generic Hecke algebra 
over R associated to D2,2. It is a free R-module with basis (T,,, w E Dzn} 
and associative multiplication defined by the rules 
T,,, T,,.. = T,,,,., if I( MNJ’) = /(NJ) + I( MI’) 
T;=uT,+(u-l)T, if sES. 
We recall Lusztig’s graded module grad(E) defined in [6, p. 4921. This 
is a free R-module with basis (e,, MJ E D,, >. We shall denote this module 
by L. It affords the two sided regular representation of H, with left and 
right H,-actions induced naturally by the formulae in [6, p. 4911. By 
specializing ~~~~~ to 1 in these formulae it becomes a ( W, W) bimodule 
affording the two sided regular representation of W over R. 
In this case where U’ is the dihedral group D2n, the left action of the 
generators Tsz, i = 1,2, on the basis {c?,~,, rv E D2,,} of the module L is as 
follows: If IV+ (1, s2, si HI,,) then 
Similarly by interchanging the role of s,, s2 above we obtain the left action 
of T,, on the basis {.?,“, U’E D2,,>. By specializing ur’* to 1 we obtain the 
action of si, s2, respectively. 
We extend the ground ring and we denote by Q, the ring Q[cos(2~/n)]. 
Let HQ,~Cu~~~,u-L~~, be the generic Hecke algebra associated to Dz,, over the 
ring Qn[u1!2, u-l,‘2 1. Our next step is to find a decomposition of the 
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module L over the ring Q,[L~~~~, I,-“~ ] into a direct sum of left irreducible 
H Q,[d’,u-‘~?] submodules each one being afforded by a w-graph. A dehni- 
tion of a w-graph is given in [S]. 
4. THE DETERMINATION OF LUSZTIG'S ISOMORPHISM 
FOR HECKE ALGEBRAS OF DIHEDRAL TYPE 
We consider two cases separately. In the first case we suppose 
n = 2m + 1. In this case we have two one dimensional representations of 
H Q’[& u-l’2,. These are R,: Tx,-+u and R,: T,<+ -1, i=l.2, being 
afforded by the submodules M, = (el) and M, = (F,,.,}, respectively. Let 
N be the subspace spanned by {e,,., )I’ E LIZ,,, $1’ # 1, 1~~ >. Then N is a left 
H CP,,[u’,-. 1 u-l.2, submodule of L complementary to (El> 0 (F,,,) in L. We 
shall decompose N into a direct sum of 2m two dimensional left 
ffQzCU~‘Q- ,‘?, submodules. 
First we note that N has an obvious decomposition into the direct sum 
of two (n - 1 )-dimensional left HQ,Cui,2,u-l.2, submodules. namely N, = 
(F,,. , IV E L 1 ) and Nz = (F,,, by E L2). We shall decompose N, (similarly 
N2) into a direct sum of 172 two dimensional left HQ,lulz,U-r.2, submodules. 
We consider the numbers pj = 2 cos(2jx/n), 1 d j< m, and we define the 
sequence of real numbers 
ay=S,(pj)= 1, aj,i!,=S,(Pj)+Sk~l(Pj)’ l<k<n-l, l<j<m, 
where Sp(x) are the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind. We also 
consider the elements inside the submodule N, 
m 
and 
k=l 
FR~POSITI~N 4.1. The elements uj, v, defined above are linearly indepen 
dent over Q,[u”‘, u - li2] and for each j E ( 1, .,.) nz > the pair (~4~~ v,) spans a 
Fwo dimensional left HQnrUL.~,u-~ 2, submodule Mj of N,. Moreover each Mi ir 
irreducible and distinct j give rise to non-isomorphic such submodules. 
Proof It follows from the definition of S,(s) that up’+ ~2: 1 = 
(2+~.~)S,~,(p~) for all l<k<m- 1. By using 2.l(ii) we also have 
a’j’ = (2 + p-) S,,- I( p,). Assume that ii, pjcli, 1 <j< nz, are elements in 
Qyz[ul.2, t,-:‘2 ] such that xi”= 1 ,Ijllj + xy= I pjuj = 0 (*). We can concentrate 
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separately on the coefficients Aj and ,uj. Then in the expression CJ’= i Ajuj 
the coefficients of the basis elements .?CrlslJk-lrL have the form X7= i Aj&). 
Hence the relation (*) implies that x,?= i A,uv’= 0 for every 1 ,< k < m. 
Thus we obtain a system, say (C), Cyi i A,&‘=O, 1 <k < m, of m 
homogeneous linear equations in the m unknowns Aj, By induction on k 
we can show that any solution of (Z) is also a solution of (zll): 
cJ’=, Ajp;--l=O, l<k<m. The latter has only the trivial solution. Hence 
Aj = 0, 16 j d m. In the expression CJ’!! i ,ujuj the coefficients of the basis 
elements .?Cszs, )k , 1 d k < m, have the form 
j~l~,42+~j)S,-,(~j), l~kGm< 
The relation (*) implies that 
f ,Uj(2 + JJ,) Sk - I( Pj) = 0, 
j=l 
1 < k < m. 
Similarly we can show that each solution of this system of homogeneous 
equations is also a solution of the system of homogeneous equations 
cJ?Y i ~~(2 + pi) pf-’ = 0, 1 <k <m. The latter has again only the trivial 
solution. Hence ,uj = 0, 1 d j < m. 
Therefore the elements uj, vi, 1 < j< m, form a basis for the submodule 
N,. We now recall the left action of the generators Tsi of the generic Hecke 
algebra on the module L as it is given in Section 3. It follows that 
Ts, uj = -uj, T,, vi = uvj + ~“~(2 + pi) uj, 1 d j< m. 
T,,uj = uuj + u1j2vj, Tszvi = -vj, 16j6m. 
Hence the subspace spanned by the pair (uj, vi), say Mj= (uj, vj>, is a left 
H QIp,[u’:~,u-“q submodule of the module N,. 
Furthermore M, is an irreducible left H o,zc,L,~,,-I:2, module since L affords 
the regular representation of HQnLuliz .-L,Q, and therefore each one dimen- 
sional representation of H a.Cu,~l,u-l,~, can appear only once. 
Let ej = 2 cos(jz/n) uI, 1~ j < m. Then the matrices which represent the 
generators T,,, i= 1, 2, on Mj with respect to the basis (ej, vi} are respec- 
tively 
( 
- 1 2zP2 cos(j7@) u 0 
0 , . u > ( 2zc2 cos(j7qn) - 1 > 
The trace of the element T,,,, on M, is upi, 1 ,< j< m. Hence the sub- 
modules Mj are pairwise non-isomorphic, and our proposition is now 
proved. 
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Thus we have achieved a decomposition of the submodule N, into a 
direct sum of pairwise non-isomorphic irreducible left Hq.r,i.z,,~l,zl 
modules, namely N,= @J.‘YYi M,. The set (M,, M,, Mj, 1 <j<m) is 
clearly a full set of irreducible left HQnr,l:z,U-l,:, modules. 
Similarly we can define elements tj, zj by interchanging the role of s,, s2 
in the definition of fj, vi, 1 d j< m. These elements lie inside N, and we 
obtain N2 = @,“= i M,, where fij is an irreducible left HQ,,rUl;z,u-I~2, module 
spanned by the pair (tj, zj). In fact the matrices which represent T,,, 
i = 1, 2, on tij with respect to the basis ( tj, zj> are obtained by conjugation 
by (y A) from the matrices which represent Tsi, i= 1,2, on Al;, 1 <j< RZ. 
Therefore Mj is isomorphic to Qj, 1~ j < m. Thus we have established that 
We now consider the second case : n = 2m. In this case we have four one 
dimensional representations of HQ,lCUl,z,u m,,zl. These are 
R,: TxL-+ u, i= 1, 2, R,: T,,-+ -1, T,,-,u 
R,: T,,+u, T,,+ -I, R,: T,, -+ -1, i= 1, 2. 
The representations R,, R, are afforded by the submodules MO = (5, > 
and M, = (C,,,,), respectively. Let e1 = C;I= I ( - 1 )“- LZCx,sZ)t-~,l and s2 = 
I”,‘= i ( - l)kP’ P,szs,+~sz. By recalling the left action of Txi on L. from 
Section 3 we can easily verify that V, = (sl ) and V, = (Ed > afford the 
representations R, and Rz, respectively. 
For every k E { 1, . . . . nz - l> we define the elements of L 
ak = e(sls2)k-‘sl + e(slsz)krlt hk = e(sp,)“-‘s, + ~,s~s~)~s~~ 
Yk = e(sl.52)k? 8k = ~(szs,)k. 
A straightforward computation shows that the subspace V= (ak, bk, yk, die, 
1 <k 6 rn - 1) is a submodule of L of dimension 4m - 4. It is readily seen 
that V is a complementary submodule of the direct sum M, @ V, 0 
V,@M, in L. We shall decompose V into a direct sum of 2m - 2 two 
dimensional left Hq.Cu,;Z,u-L,,2, submodules. 
First, V has an obvious decomposition into a direct sum of two 
(2nz - 2 )-dimensional submodules, namely V = A i 0 AZ, where n 1 is 
spanned by the set of elements (.C~slsl~~-~s, + .?Ca,J2,ks,, c?,~~~,+, k = 1, . . . . m - I )> 
and A2 is spanned by the set of elements (~~szs,~~-~sz + e(sv,)l;,2, CCsls2)kP 
k = 1, . ..) m - 1). We shall decompose /i 1 (similarly Azj into a direct sum of 
m - 1 two dimensional submodules. We consider the number pj= 
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2 cos( jz/m), 1 <j< m - 1, and for every j we define the sequence of real 
numbers 
lq’ = 1 = S,( p,), ap’=Sk-,(pj), k = 1, . . . . m - 1. 
We also consider the elements inside the submodule A, 
m-1 
with 
abj) = a(i) = 0 m . 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The elements u,!, v; defined above are linearly inde- 
pendent over Qn[zF2, u-~‘*] andfor each je (1, . . . . m- l}, the pair (ai, u;) 
spans a two dinzensional left HQ~I,,l;2,,,--1,.~, submodule Ki of A,. Moreover 
each Ki is irreducible and distinct j give rise to non-isomorphic such sub- 
modules. 
ProoJ: The technique for proving Proposition 4.2 is entirely similar to 
that used to prove Proposition 4.1 and the proof is therefore omitted. 
We put 0; = 2 cos(jrr/fr) z$, 1 d j< m - 1, and as in the case where n is 
odd we obtain that the matrices which represent T,,, T,, on Kj with respect 
to the basis { Oi, t$} are respectively 
( 
- 1 2~“’ cos( jx/n) u 0 
0 u I3 ( 2u’;* cos (j7r/n) - 1 > 
for jE (1, . . . . m- 1). 
Similarly by interchanging the role of sr, s2 in O,!, v,! we define elements 
$, zi so that the subspace kj spanned by the pair (t;, zj) is an HQ,tCul;2,um,!2, 
submodule. For the same reason as in the case where FZ is odd we have that 
K,, &,, 1 <j d m - 1, are irreducible H64,1ulR,u~1.‘21 modules such that Kj is 
isomorphic to kj. 
Thus we have established that 
m-1 m-1 
L=M,,O V,OV,OM, 0 Kj @ kj. (B) 
j=l j=l 
We next exhibit the matrices which represent the basis elements T,,, 
1~’ E Da> on the various two dimensional irreducible representations of 
H Q,[,r’.‘,u-L:2]. 
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It is enough to concentrate on the matrices which represent T,,. on M,[, 
j=l , ..*, m (respectively Kj, j = 1, . . . . m - 1), since the matrices which repre- 
sent T,, on h?lj (respectively gi) are obtained from the ones representing T,,, 
on M, (respectively K,) by conjugation by the matrix (y hj. The entries of 
these matrices are given in terms of the values of the Chebyshev polyno- 
mials of the second kind at certain points. We put pi = 2 cos(2jn/,), 
j = 1, . . . . m if n = 2m + 1 or j = 1, . . . . m - 1 if n = 2m. To each Mj, j = 1, . . . . m, 
we adopt the basis (e,, v,) and to each K,, j= 1, . . . . m - I, the basis 
(8;, L;r), where e,, vi, e;, v; are defined above. 
LEMMA 4.3. (i) The matrices which represent Tf,l,z,e, k= 1, . ..) m, are 
given by 
.y!“’ = Uk[sk(Pj) + skpl(Pj)l -2~‘“~“’ cos( jnjn) S,- l(pj) 
J 2~‘~ + li2 cos( ji+z) Sk - 1( p,) -UkCSk- l(Pj)+ Sk-2(Pj)l 1 ’ 
j= 1, . . . . m ifn=2m+l orj=l,...,m-1 ifn=2m. 
(ii) The matrices which represent TC,zsl,~, k = 1, . ..) m zy n = 2m + 1 01 
k = 1, .,., m - 1 if iz = 2m, are given by 
Y!“’ = -ukCsk-l(Pj)+ sk-7.(Pj)l 2u2” + li2 cos( jn/rz) Sk _ , ( pi) 
J -2u 2k-1’2 cos(j@) Sk- l(pj) UkCsk(Pj) + sk-ItPjjl 1 ’ 
j=l,... ?m ifn=2m+l orj=l,..., m-l ifn=2m. 
(iii) The matrices which represent TCJISz,kS,, k = 0, 1, . . . . nz ifn = 2171 -I- I 
ork=Q,l,...,m-1 ifn=2m,aregiven by 
Z!“’ crz 
J [ 
-UkCsk(Pjj+Sk-l(Pj)l 2~~~ + I:‘2 cos( jrcjn j S,( p,) 
-2u 2ki~“2cos(j~/n)Sk-1(pj) 1 24”+‘[S~(JJj)iS~-,(~j)] ’ 
j= 1, . . . . m if n=2m+ 1 or j= 1, . . . . m- 1 if n=2m. 
(iv) The matrices which represent TCS22,,k12, k = 0, 1, ~.., m - 1, are given 
by 
tl::“’ = [ 
U”+‘[Sk(pj)+Sk_,(p,)] -2U2k+ii2cos(j~/n)S~~~(pj) 
2dk + ‘I2 cos( jn/n) sk( pj) -Uk[sk(Pl) + sk- i( I ’ 
j=l ? -.., m, if n = 2m + 1 or j = 1, . . . . m - 1 if n = 2m. 
ProofI Parts (ij and (ii) can be easily proved by induction on k. Then 
matrix multiplication by the matrices which represent T,,, T,, gives (iii) 
and (iv). 
By specializing u 1;2 to 1 in the matrices above, we obtain the matrices 
481/126/2-E 
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which represent the elements 11: ED’,, on the various irreducible representa- 
tions of D2,*. 
We now recall Lusztig’s isomorphism CD between the generic Hecke 
algebra NoCU~,?) over Q(P) and the group algebra over Q(ui’*) of IV. This 
is an isomorphism uniquely determined by the property that for every 
h E HQ(&‘), Q(h) I?,,, = he,,, for all )t’ E W [6, Theorem 3.11. 
We shall determine the images @(T,,j, i= 1,2, in the case where 
W= D2,?. We define elements Sk, gk of the group algebra of W by 
Zk = -(s2sJp ls* + (SISJk- (s*sl)k + (SISJkSI 
and 
Sk = -(Sls*)k--sl + (s*s,)k - (sls2)k+ (s2s1)ks2. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let @ be the Lusztig isomorphism between the generic 
Hecke algebra of dihedral type over Q(u~‘~) and the group algebra over 
Q(d”*) of D2,Z. 
(i) If n = 2m + 1 the images @(T,<), i = 1, 2, are given b?l 
u-l u+l 
W’s,)=~ 1 +FSI + 
(ul/* _ I)2 m 
2n ,;, (n-zk) zk 
@i Ts,) = 
(ii) Ifn=2m th e images @(T,, j, i = 1, 2, are given by 
@iTs,) = 
@(T,,) = 
ProoJ (i) We recall the decomposition (A) of the module L over 
Qn[u”*, u-“2 ] into a direct sum of irreducible left H0,C,If2,,-1;Z, sub- 
modules. It is enough to show that T,, and @( TJ act in the same way on 
each such irreducible constituent. 
It is trivial to verify this for the one dimensional modules MO and MS. 
Now for every k= 1, . . . . m let Rp’ be the matrix which represents the 
element Zk on Mj, j= 1, . . . . I??. An easy computation shows that 
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where Ay)= 2 cos(j7t/n)[S,(pj) + S,-,(pi)] -4 cos(jz/n) S,- r(pj). We 
can easily show, using the definition of S,(X), that A 2’ = p,Al;‘1_ r - AyL i’ 
Using the last relation and induction on k we can show that 
#)=S,-,@;)A?, k=l,..., nz. Therefore, the matrix which represents the 
element x:‘,“= r (n - 2k) Zk on Mj is 
0 f (n-2k) S,~l(pJ~d;-” 
k=l 
0 0 
Moreover I:= 1 (n - 2k) S, ~ 1( P.~) A :” = 2 cos(jn/n)( pi - 2) C”,‘= , (n - 2k) 
Sk- r( pi) = -211 cos(j+) (by Proposition 2.1(v), (ii)). 
Then it is easy to check that the matrix which represents the element 
@(T,,) as defined in Theorem 4.4 is the same as the matrix which represents 
T,, on Mj, j = 1, . . . . m. 
We next define l?);” to be the matrix which represents Zk on &ij. Then 
Rl;i’ is obtained from the matrix which represents RF’ on Ni by conjuga- 
tion by (y A). 
Again we can easily show that @(T,,) act on gi as T,, does. 
symmetry (interchanging the role of sr, s2) we obtain the image @( Tsz) and 
so part (i) of our theorem is now proved. 
(ii) The proof of part (ii) of our theorem is entirely similar since the 
matrices which represent T,,, i= 1, 2, on the irreducible constituents of the 
module L when n = 2nz have the same form as in the case II = 2m + 1. 
In this case the matrix which represents CT:: (n-2k) Ek on Kj5 
j= 1, ...I m - 1, is 
m  - 1 
0 C (n-2k) S,-,(pj) Ai” 
k=l 
where p,=2cos(jx/m), j= 1, . . . . M- 1, Ai”=2cos(j-n/n)(pj-2). Now 
Proposition 2.1 (vi), (i) gives again 
nz - I 
C (n-2k)Sk&pj)A:“= -2ncos5 
k=l 
Therefore we can show that Tsi acts on every irreducible constituent K,, 
kj, appearing in the decomposition (B), in the same way as @(T,,), i = 1,2. 
This is also true when we consider each one of the four one dimensional 
representations afforded by the submodules M,, V, , V,, M,. 
The proof of our theorem is now complete. 
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We now give some examples to illustrate these results. 
EXAMPLES. W=D,(n=3,m=l): 
U-l u+l 
@(T,,)=y+~s’+ ~(-~s~+s,s?-s2sI+sfs2sf) 
@(TsJ = 
u+ 1 u1/2 - 1)’ 
yl+-T-s,+( 6 (-ss,+s~s,-s~s~$s~s~s~). 
This example appears in [6, p. 4951. 
W=D8 (n=4, m=2): 
u-l 14 + 1 (u1i2 - 1)’ 
cP(T,,)==~~+~s~+ 4 (-s~+s~s~-s~s~+s~s~s1) 
@(TsJ = (-s,+S~S~-S~S~+S~S~S~) 
W=D,,, (n=5, m=2): 
@Vs,) = (-s~+s~s,-s*sl+s,s,s,) 
+ (u”’ - 1 y 
10 (-s?s1s~+s,s,s~s2-s~sls~s~ +s,s,s,sg1) 
@(TsJ = 
u+ 1 3(zP- 1)’ Yl+--;-s,+ 1o (-Sf +s2sl -s1s2 +sps1s2) 
+ (z4’Q - 1y 
10 (-s~s,s,+s~s,s~s~ -s,s~s1s~+s,s~s~s~s~). 
W=D,z (n=6, m=3): 
@(Ts,) = (-.~~+s~s,-~s,s,$-s,s~s~) 
+( 
uw - 1)2 
6 ~--s,s,s,+s,s2s1s2-s2s~s2s~+s~s2s~s2s~) 
M-l u+l 
Ws,)7- 1 +zs2+ 
(U 112 _ 1)2 
3 c-s1 +s,s, -ss,s~+s~s,s,) 
+(@- lJ2 
6 
(-sIszsI fs,s,S?SI-S1SZS,S2+SZSIS2S1SZ). 
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A generalization of Theorem 4.4 for the images @(r,,) for the Hecke 
aigebra of any finite indecomposable Coxeter group which satisfies the 
property (A) can be found in [4]. 
5. A BASIS FOR THE CENTRE OF THE HECKE ALGEBRA 
OF DIHEDRAL TYPE AND THE ACTION 
OF LUSZTIG'S ISOMORPHISM ON IT 
Let (W, S) be a finite Coxeter system and let H,,,, be the generic Hecke 
algebra over the polynomial ring Q[u] associated to ( W, S). Let Z(H) be 
the centre of HQCY,. For any s E S we denote by C&s) the centralizer of 
s in W. 
The following lemma is well known [3]. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let c = x,,,, Frr a,+ T,, be an element of Hat,,, . Then c Eies in 
the centre of H,[,,, if arld only if the follolviug two conditions hold: 
C,: as,,,s = a,. if I(sws) = I(w), SE S, and 
C2: a,, = ua,,,,s - (u - 1) as,,, if I(sws) = l(w) + 2, s E S. 
Proof. It is clear that c lies in the centre of HQCu7 if and only if 
CT, = T,c for every s E S. We can write 
c= c u,,,T,+ c a H13 T,,, -t c as,,. T,,,, 
I(sws, = /I M’) + 2 I(swsj=/(n,)+2 /(sH~s)=/~w)+~ 
w&CRIS) K’$ Cl&-) 
+ c asws T,,, ,  + 1 a,. T, , .  . 
!(ws) = I(w) + 2 WEC&) 
The condition CT, = T,c is equivalent to 
Ix a,, T,,,, + 1 abvs(UT,r7 + (u - 1) T,,,) 
/(swsi=I(w1+2 ~(SWS) = I(w) + 2 
H’dCR,cSJ 
+ c ~sws(~Tws + u - 1) Ts,,., 1. /(SWS) = I(W) +2 
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Our lemma now follows by comparing coefficients of the basis elements 
T,,,, WE W, on both sides of the relation CT,= T,c. 
The dimension of the centre of HaCu7 is the number of conjugacy classes 
of the group IV. 
We now assume that W is a dihedral group Dz,z and HQcu, is the 
generic Hecke algebra of dihedral type. 
THEOREM 5.1. (i) Let n=2m + 1. A basis for the centre of HOcu, is 
given by the set of elements 
(ii) Let n = 2m. A basis for the centre of Hocu, is given by the set of 
elements 
v,,= T,, 
v?n+1= T (s2s,)m-ls2 +uT(,,s2)-2s, + ... + u’-~T~, 
L’m+z = T Mq 2 
where i=2, j= 1 ifm is even and i= 1, j=2 ifm is odd. 
Proof: We can easily verify that these elements belong to the centre of 
H aCu, because they satisfy the conditions C,, C, of Lemma 5.1. The 
number of these elements is equal to the number of conjugacy classes of the 
group for both cases n odd and n even. Finally, they are linearly independ- 
ent because each vi involves a basis element T,., U’E DZnr which does not 
appear in any ~1~ for j#j’. Hence they form a basis for the centre of HQcU,. 
When we specialize u to 1 the basis above specializes to the class sums. 
We now proceed to the determination of the images under Lusztig’s 
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TABLE I 
isomorphism @ of the central basis elements appearing in Theorem 5.1. We 
recall the decomposition of the module L over QsI1[~~““, U-~!~] into a direct 
sum of irreducible left HQ,,L,1;2,,-,;2, modules. 
We first exhibit the central character table Hep,c,1!2,,-,,21 for both cases n 
odd and II even. This is a table of size i, where r is the number of conjugacy 
classes of the group D,,. The entries of this table represent the scalars 
according to which the basis elements of the centre of the generic Hecke 
aIgebra of dihedral type act on the irreducible modules. 
These entries have been determined as a result of elementary calculations 
using the information in Lemmas 4.3 and 2.1. 
First case: n = 2172 + 1. The central character table of HQ,Cul:Z,u-,;“, is 
Table I. In this table, MO, M,, A4,, j= 1, . ..) m, is a full set of irreducible left 
TABLE II 
% 0, (k = 1, . . . . m - 1) ~,,I “rnfi urn+2 
hl, 1 2Uk 
MS 1 2uk 
m-1 
2 Um+l ‘&+* u* 
A.=0 *=o 
-f urn-* -i Urn-l I 
A=, *=I 
Gim, u) -G(m, u) (-1)“u” 
-G(m, u) G(m, u) (-1)“‘u” 
u’“-‘(u-lJH(e,) d-y,- 1) Hit?,) -urn 
tr’(u- 1) H(02) u”:-‘(u- l)H(&) urn 
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H Q,~ul’2,u-1!*, modules, f ‘, = 2 cos(kei), g{ = zt: i 2~ cos(k - II) (3, + k, 
k =-i, . . . . m,)= 1, . . . . m, with 0,= 2jzjn. 
Under the specialization u -+ 1, Table 
table of the group Dz, for n = 2m + 1. 
I gives rise to the central character 
Second case: n = 2m. The central 
Table II. In this table, M,,, M,, Vi, 
set of irreducible left HQ,CUI;.Z u-1,~, 
Et:; 2~ cos(k - p) 0, + k, k = 1, . . . . m - 
character table of HQ~C,LIZ,,-1;2, is 
l’,, Kj, j = 1, . . . . m - 1, is. a full 
modules, .f’, = 2 cos(kOj), g: = 
1, j= 1, . . . . m - 1, e, = jrc/m, 
+ uk-l) if kisodd 
if kis even 
! 
if mis even 
G(m, u) = 
m+l m-l --24 
m-l m 
2 
--24 
2 
if m is odd 
1 
i-cOsej 
if jis odd 
H( ej, = 
0 if j is even. 
Again when specialize u to 1, Table II specializes to the central character 
table of the group D,, , n = 2m. 
Finally, we determine the images of the central basis elements of 
H QflCU 1,,2,u- ~2~ under Lusztig’s isomorphism @ for both cases n odd and n 
even. In order to do so we recall that if z is such a basis element then z and 
Q(z) act in the same way on the module L. 
Let A, C be the matrices determined by the central character tables of H 
and &,, respectively, when n is odd (A’, C’ when n is even). The matrix 
C (respectively C’) is invertible since the matrix determined by the charac- 
ter table of the group is invertible. In fact let .C-’ (respectively (C)-i) be 
the inverse of C (respectively C’). It follows from the orthogonality rela- 
tions for group characters that every entry of the ith column of C-’ 
(respectively of (C)-i), i= 1, . . . . m + 2 (or i= 1, . . . . m + 3) is given by the 
corresponding entry in the ith row of the character matrix of the group, 
multiplied by the degree di of the corresponding character and divided by 
the order of the group. 
Let A be the matrix describing Lusztig’s isomorphism on the centre of 
H QJulC .-l&q 
j= 0, . ..I 
with respect to the basis vj, j= 0, . . . . m + 1 if n is odd or 
m + 2 if iz is even. 
Then A = C-in (respectively A = (,,)-‘A’ if n is even). In both cases 
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CI...................“,... T + 
f H 
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the entries aq of the matrix A have been determined using elementary 
trigonometric formulae and therefore the calculations are omitted. 
First case: n = 2m + 1. We use the following notation : 
nr - 1 
K(i)= c (2i1+1)P-” +(n+2n(m-i+ 1)-2m+P 
A=0 
+ f (2m-2L+1)um~” for i= 1, . . . . m + 1. 
A=1 
Then A is given by the matrix above. 
Second case : n = 2m. We use the following notation : 
L(i)=k(U-l)[ $ (~-l)u’“‘-“+(m’-n(i-l)+m)u”-’ 
A=2 
+ f (m-I+ l)zP-A 1 for i= 1, . . . . m. A=2 
L(nz+ l)=i [U+1 + ... +l]+;(um+UM-l) 
L(m+2)+-‘+ ... +I]-$+u”-1) 
L(m+3)=&(u-l) f (~-l)u2rn-~-im2-m)urn-l 
[ A=2 
+ f (m-~+l)zP-” 
A=2 1 
Then A is given by the matrix below. 
We note that under the specialization u--f 1 the matrix A specializes to 
the identity matrix. We also note that the images of central elements under 
Lusztig’s isomorphism no longer involve u I” This result is generalized for . 
the Hecke algebra of any finite indecomposable Coxeter group W not of 
type ET, E,, ff,, 6 in C41. 
We illustrate the situation by providing two examples. 
W= D,, n = 3, m = 1: A basis for the centre of the generic Hecke 
algebra in this case is given by 
u. = T1, uJ = Ts,sz + T,zsl - (L(- l)(Ts, + Ts& 
~2 = Ts,,,,, + 4 T*, + T,,). 
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% ‘y, 
‘; 7 
s 
$3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
$3 
;;‘ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F 4 z 
;;‘ q . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F T 
0 0 
c\1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . _ .  % 
0 
m  
f 
E 
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The matrix -4 is given by 
i 
1 -f(l4- 1)2 3u-l)(u’+724+1) 
0 u+$(u- r)z gl4- l)(L?+zf+ 1) . 
0 0 gl4+ 1)(u2+21f 1) I 
The information provided by this matrix is that 
@(v(J = 1 
W= Dy , n = 4, m = 2. A basis for the centre of the generic Hecke 
algebra in this case is given by 
Do= T,, 01 = T,,,, + T,:,, - (24 - 1 )(T,, + TsJ ~2 = Ts,,2,, + 1.4 Ts2, 
03 = Tszs,sj + Cl 3 
The matrix A is given by 
1 -i(u-Ijz +)(u’+6u+l) ;(u-l)(u’+hu+l) @1)2 
0 f4+$(u-ij2 $(II-1)(u+1)2 $(u-lj(24+lj2 i($- 1)’ 
f(u+ 113 ~(2f+l)(f4-lj2 
u4- 1 
0 0 - 
8 
;(u+lj(u-l)’ ;(U+ 1)’ 
d- 1 
0 0 8 
0 iif.-lj2 &l)’ ;(u-l)’ u’+i (u’- 1y 
The information provided by this matrix is that 
~(Zloj = 1 
@(vl)= -; (u- l)**l+ u+$(u-l)* 
c 
(S,sJ+S,s,) 
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6. A SYSTEM OF ORTHOGONAL PRIMITIVE IDEMPOTENTS 
FOR THE HECKE ALGEBRA OF DIHEDRAL TYPE 
In Section 4 we found a full set of absolutely irreducible left H-modules 
for the generic Hecke algebra of dihedral type over the ring Q,[u”‘, ~~~~1. 
Each of these modules is afforded by a certain basis in a way we have also 
described in the same section. Therefore we obtain a full set of irreducible 
matrix representations of H, namely A, : . . . . ~1~) where I = nt + 2 if rr = 
2m f 1 or t = WI + 3 if n = 2~. Let F,, = Q(cos(2n/n)) and K= F,z(td1!2). Then 
K is a splitting field for H, and H, is a semisimple K-algebra. Let dj be 
the degree of ni, i= 1, . . . . t. Then we obtain a K-algebra isomorphism 
71: H, -+ JJf= 1 M,(K) such that z(h) = (n,(/z). . . . . A,(/?)) for every h E H,. 
Inside H, we define D = (h E H, such that /ii(h) is a diagonal matrix 
i= 1 ) . ..) 4. 
Then clearly D is a maximal commutative subalgebra of H, whose 
dimension is x:= i di. Moreover we have a K-algebra isomorphism 
D:KxKx ... xK(dfactors) with A=C:=ldj. 
Thus the identity 1, has a unique decomposition into a sum of 
orthogonal primitive idempotents, namely 1 D = Cl-=, ei. 
In order to find this system of orthogonal primitive idempotents of H, 
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we need some properties of the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind 
defined in Section 2. Using their definition it is easy to show by induction 
that S,(X) =xplil (- l)“(“kk) x’-~~. where [n/2] is the integral part 
of n/2. 
LEMMA 6.1 (Sum Formulae). (1) Let px- = 2 cos(2kn/(2m + l)), k = 
1, . . . . nz. Then 
5 ~s,-l(PJ=j~l (Pk-Pj), 
,I=1 
j#k 
(2) Let pk = 2 cos(kz/m), k = 1, . . . . m - 1, and let m be odd. Then 
m-1 m- 1 
C w-,(pkj=,pl (pk-pi) 
,I=2 
A= eYen jfk 
m  ~~ 1 m-1 
respectively C AS*- r( pk) = n (pk - pi) if rr3 is even 
A=1 j=l 
1=odd jfk 
Proof We prove (1). The numbers pk are the roots of 
[m - I/2] 
+ c (-Uk 
k=O (‘I-, -k)xnt-,-2k. 
Let g1 be the ilth elementary symmetric function on p, , p2, . . . . p,,. Then 
if A=2k, k3 1, 
62 = 
(-l)k+l(m-:-k) if 1=2k+l,k20. 
We know that there exists at most one polynomial, say f,,Jx), with 
deg f,(x) < m - 1 which at the m different points pl, . . . . pm assumes given 
values 
fnz(Pk)= fi (Pk-Pj). 
j=l 
jfk 
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By Lagrange’s interpolation formulae we obtain that 
fm(x)= 2 fi (x- pji). 
k=l j=l 
.if k 
We shall show that f,(x) = C;‘= r AS,._ i(x) and then (1) follows. In 
fact f,,(x) = rnxm- ’ + Cyr: (- l)“(nr - ~.)~j-Xrn~ ‘-I. By substituting the 
expressions for cA in f,(x) we can easily show that .f,,(x)-.f,_r(x) = 
mS,,, I. Hence (1) is now proved. 
(2) This is proved in an entirely similar way by recalling the fact that 
2 cos(kr/m), k = 1, . . . . nz - 1, are the roots of S,_ i(x), and by showing that 
r-I,,_,(x)--H,~l(x)=(m-l)S,,~,(x), where H,-,(X) is the unique 
polynomial with the property that 
m-l 
Hm-2(Pk)= JJ (Pk-Pj). 
j= 1 
ifk 
LEMMA 6.2 (Orthogonality Formulae). (1) Let pk = 2 cos(2kn/ 
(2m + 1)) k = 1, . . . . 1~. Then xyrd s~-~-~(pk)(s~(pj)+s,~-~(pj))=o;f~~ 
every j = 1, . . . . m, j # k. 
(2) Let pk = 2 cos(kn/m), k = 1, . . . . m - 1. Then x,;1:: Sm--2pl.( pxl) 
S,( p,) = 0, for every j = 1, . . . . m - 1, j # k. 
Plou$ (1) Since the numbers 2 cos(2jx/(2m + 1)), j= 1, . . . . m, are the 
roots of the polynomial S,(X) + S,_ 1(x), it is enough to show that S,(x) 
+ S,,-,(x) = (X-pk)~~:~ s,~,-,(p,)(s,(x)+s,_,(x)). This is a 
straightforward calculation using the inductive relation which defines the 
polynomials S,(x). 
(2) This is proved in a similar way by showing that S,-,(x)= 
b-Pk)C::; sm- 2--i.(Pk) s,(x), and recalling the fact that 2 cos(jlr/m), 
j=l , . . . . m - 1, are the roots of S,,- ,(x). 
LEMMA 6.3 (Multiplication Formula). S,(X) S,(X) =CLzO SiPi+:, 
for every i< j. 
ProoJ: We use induction on i and the inductive relation which defines 
the polynomials S,(x). 
LEMMA 6.4. Zy:,’ S,,-,-,(x)(S,(x)+ SAP,(x)j=X:I=, ISim,(x). 
Proof. This is an easy computation using Lemma 6.3. 
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LEMMA 6.5. 
‘1:: ( f (-l)A-ksm-~A(x,) (Sk- l(x) + S,(x)) + f (- 1)“s~-,(x) 
A=k+2 ,I=2 
=j~~(m-1-22i)s,,-,,j(s) 
finishing with 2S,(x) f i m is odd or with SO(x) if m is even. 
ProofI This also follows easily using Lemma 6.3. Let pi = 2 cos(2jn/n), 
j = 1, . ..) rn if n = 2112 + 1, or j = 1, ..,, m - 1 if n = 2~2. We define 
Q/c = UT(s,s,)k-1 - Tcslsd-b, + uT(s~)k-ls~ - T,s,s# 
Ok - UT(s,S&l - T(s2sI)k--31 + ~T,s,s2)~-~s, - T(m)k 
for every k = 1, . . . . m. 
We also put P(u)=(u+ l)(u”-‘+ . . . +u+ 1). 
THEOREM 6.6. (1 j Let n = 2m + 1. Then the following set of elements 
inside Hk forms the system of orthogonal primitive idempotents which 
span D. 
e,=-!- 1 T,, 
‘(‘1 IYE Dz,, 
1 
e =- C 
o ‘(‘) II’E DJ,~ 
(-1) /(W’$/Z - /(W)T w 
and for ecerJ> j= 1, . . . . m the pair (e(:‘), ey’}, where 
W = 1 el f UmpkSm-kk(Pj) Qk 
u”‘-‘~~=l,j,j(Pj-ppi)(U2--4pj+1)k=1 
ii) = 1 e2 
f g-k 
u”-‘~~=“=,,i,j(Pj-Pi)(u2-uPj+1),=, 
s,--k(Pj) &k. 
(2) Let n = 2m. The following set qf elements inside H, forms the 
system of orthogonal primitive idempotents which span D. 
where l,(w) is the number of sl’s in a reduced expression of w E DZn. 
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where l?(w) is the number of sz’s in a reduced expression of w E Dz,,, and,for 
every j= 1, .~., m - 1 the pair (e v), e $j’ }, where 
,+ 1 
mumP1 ~~=-~.‘i.,i(pi-pi)(24’-zfpi+ 1) 
m-1 
x c Um-k-1 m 
k-0 i=k+? 
+(-I)“-’ f (-l)“(~-l)s,-;~(pi) Qk+l 
I=2 I 
and 
e\A = 
1 
mu m--l ~~=~~‘~,j(Pj-ppi)(U2-Up;+ 1) 
nz - I 
x 1 urn-k--L 
I;=0 L 
m &g+, (-WkL-I~P,) 
m 7 
+ (~1)~~~ C (-l)“(A- 1) S,,-,(Pj) ok+l. 
2 = 2 1 
Proof. ( 1) We first consider the elements e, and e,. We can easily 
verify that T,,e,= ue,, Ts,eg= -e,, i= 1,2, ei=e,, e:=e,, e, and eG 
belong to the centre of Hk. Hence H,e, and HKec are the simple com- 
ponents of N, affording the one dimensional representations T,i -+ u and 
TIz+ -1, i= 1,2, respectively. We next consider the elements e(:‘), 
j= 1: . . . . m, and we shall show that e y’ is represented on the two dimen- 
sional irreducible module Mj by the matrix (h g) and by the zero matrix on 
every other irreducible module different than A$. By recalling the matrices 
which represent T,. on the two dimensional irreducible modules M,, 
I = 1, . . . . m (Lemma 4.3), we obtain that Qk is represented on Mj. by the 
matrix [“[’ i], where ,4~)=~~-l(~~-up;.+1)(S~-~(p~)~t~--(p~)j, 
k =, 1, . . . . m. Hence the element e(:‘) 
[‘i’ z], where 
is represented on M;. by the matrix 
p = 1 
U”~~‘~~~~,~~j(pj~ppi)(Zf’~Upj+l)U m-1(u2-z4pA+ 1) 
k=l 
481,‘126;‘2-16 
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Now if A# j then Lemma 6.2( 1) implies F(‘) = 0. If A = j then Lemmas 6.4 
and 6.1(l) imply F CA) = 1. It is also trivial to verify that ey’ annihilates He,, 
He,. 
In order to deal with the elements ey), j = 1, . . . . m, we are making use of 
the following remark. 
The matrices which represent the elements TC,,,?)p and T,,,,,p, 
p = 1, . ..) m, on the constituent MA, 1= 1, . . . . m, are obtained from one 
another by conjugation by the matrix [y A]. The same is true for the 
elements TCsIs2)ps1 and TC,zs,,ps,, p = 0, 1, . . . . m - 1. Therefore the matrix 
which represents Qk on M1 is l-8 ,?A,] and so ey) is represented by the 
matrix [i 71 on Mi and by the zero matrix on every other MA, ,? # j. It is 
also trivial to verify that e!/ annihilates HKeo, H,e,. So part (1) of our 
theorem is now proved. 
(2) A straightforward computation shows that TXIe,, = e,, T,, = 
--e,,, Ts2e,, = e,, T,, = ue,,, T,,eo2 = ea2 T,, = ueo2, TS,e,, = eo2 Ts2 = -err2, 
ez, = e VI’ e2=e. 02 Hence HKeo,, 
ponents of HKuz(besides H,e,, 
HKeg2 are the other -two simple com- 
H,e,) affording the one dimensional 
representations T,, + - 1, T,, + u, and T,, -+ u, Ts2 -+ -1, respectively. 
Now Q, (respectively Q,), k= 1, . . . . m, has trivial action on H,e,, HKe,, 
HKe,,2 (respectively HKeo,) and on H,e,, (respectively HKe,,) acts as 
multiplication by ( - 1 )“- ‘uk- ‘(u + 1)‘. We put 
n* - I 
Gj=mumpl ivl (Pj-Pi)(u2-uPj+ l). 
i#j 
Then ey’ (respectively ey’) acts on H,e,, (respectively HKea2) as multi- 
plication by 
is 
mu”-‘(u+1)2 m-1 nz 
'j [ 
kT, A=T+2 (-l)"srr-~A(Pj) 
-$, (-l)"(i-l)s,-i(p,)]=o. 
Using a similar argument as in the case where n is odd we find that ey) 
represented on K,, I= 1, . . . . rn - 1, by the matrix [‘i’ 001, where 
F(l) = mu n*-1(U2-Up,+ 1) 
Gj 
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If I= j then Lemmas 6.5 and 6.1(2) imply F”’ = 1. Next we assume that 
1 # j and we can show that 
+ f (-WL,(Pj) 
A=2 
= f L2br) L,(p,j. 
r=2 
Hence by Lemma 6.2(2) we obtain that F”’ = 0 if E # j. So we have estab- 
lished that e’j) is represented on Kj by the matrix [A z] and by the zero 
matrix on every other irreducible module different than Kj. In order to deal 
with the matrix which represents ey) on K, we argue in an entirely similar 
way as in the case where n is odd. The proof of our theorem is now com- 
plete. 
We finally illustrate these results by giving some examples. 
EXAMPLES. W=D, (n=3, m=I,&= -I): 
W=D, (n=4, m=2, pl=O): 
1 
e”= (u+ 1)(U3+U2+U+ 1) ,<,ED8 1 Tw, 
1 
e”=(u+1)(U3+U?+U+l),~tDg 
c ( -~)~b)u4--Ih’JTw, 
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(lJ= 1 
e1 2u(u + 1)2 
(UT, - C, NUT, + T,,,,U, + Ts,) 
W= D,, (n = 5, m = 2, p1 = 2 cos(2x/5), p2 = 2 cos(47c/5)): 
1 
e”=(u+1)(U4+L43+242+u+ f)wEDLO c Tw, 
1 1 (_ l)‘i~‘)u5-‘i~‘)Tw, 
e”=(u+l)(U4+U3+L~~+11+1)WFnu 
(I)= 1 
e1 
4Pi - Pz)(U2 - UP1 + 1) 
(UT, - L)(uP, T, + Tsd(G + Tsz) 
1 
e2 
(1) = 
U(P1- P2)b~2--PI + 1) 
(UT, - T&P, T, + ?,,)(T, + T,,) 
(2) = 1 e1 
u(P2-PA~2-~P2+u 
CUT, - 7's,)b4~2T, + Tsg,)(T, + TsJ 
(2) = 1 e2 
utP2-Pd(L~Z-~P2+1) 
CUTI - TsJtu~2 T, + T,,,,)tT, + T,,). 
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